
 
 

 
 

NAME OF THE ACTIVITY: BI- FEST (SPEAKER SESSION) 

DATE FACULTY DEPARTMENT/COMMITTEE COORDINATOR NAME 

 5th NOVEMBER’ 2019  Commerce COM-SOC Ms. Shilpa 
 

TIME VENUE NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS NATURE: Outdoor/Indoor 

11 AM Onwards Seminar Hall 250+ Outdoor 

SUPPORT/ASSISTANCE:  

 
 

BRIEF INFORMATION ABOUT THE ACTIVITY (CRITERION NO. - V ): 
 

TOPIC/SUBJECT OF THE 

ACTIVITY 

BI- FEST (SPEAKER SESSION) 

OBJECTIVES To conduct a speaker session on Indian Economic Relations & Start-ups. 

METHODOLOGY The speakers gave great insights on the Indian Economic Relations & Start-ups. 

It provided immense knowledge about the industry and its challenges to the 

students. 

OUTCOMES  
 

The event was a huge success and received a lot of appreciation from 
all the attendees. 

 
 

PROOFS & DOCUMENTS ATTACHED (Tick mark the proofs attached): 
 

Notice & Letters Student list of participation Activity report Photos Feedback form 

FACULTY: COMMERCE DEPARTMENT/ COMMITTEE: COM-SOC IQAC ACTIVITY No: SVC/2019-20/COM/SOC/2 



Feedback analysis News clip with details Certificate 
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Departmental file no IQAC file No;  

 

 

NAME OF TEACHER & 

SIGNATURE 

NAME OF HEAD/ COMMITTEE 

INCHARGE & SIGNATURE 

IQAC COORDINATOR (SEAL & SIGNATURE) 

Dr Shruti Mathur Dr Shruti Mathur  

For Reference 
 

Criterion I Curricular Aspects (planning & Implementation)  Criterion V Student Support & Progression 

Criterion II Teaching Learning & Evaluation Criterion VI Governance 

Criterion III Research, Innovations & Extension Criterion VII Institutional Values & Best Practices 

Criterion IV Learning Resources and Infrastructure   



PROOFS 
 

Summary Report: 

The Commerce Association of Sri Venkateswara College organised its bi-fest on 5th Novemeber, 

2019 with great enthusiasm and exciting events. An insightful speaker session followed by two 

interesting competitions were hosted by the society. A good number of students from different 

colleges showed up and participated actively in them. Fest began with the speaker session where 

the two speakers, Mr Pranav Kumar and Mr Aditya Arora, were felicitated by the commerce faculty 

of the college and then the two of them addressed the students respectively. 
 

 

Mr. Pranav Kumar, Head, International Trade Policy division conducted a seminar about Indian 

economy. He talked about how Economics as a subject is important for the commerce undergrads 

and how dynamic Indian economy is. We got to know that the export sector of the country is not 

strong enough, the service sector is lacking diversity and dependence on IT alone will not be 

sufficient for cash inflow from abroad. He advised the young minds to react on time, anticipate 

changes and stabilise businesses by giving an example of how textile industry in Bangladesh and 

Cambodia suffered because they are not developed countries and subsidies were granted to revive 

them. On the other hand textile companies like Raymond and Arvind Mills from India relocated to 

Ethiopia where there was no duty for exports. So the former ones couldn't export their textiles but 

the latter ones could. In his ending note, he talked about political diplomacy with neighbourhood, 

how economic diplomacy is important for attracting investments and how efforts of our Prime 

minister, Mr. Narendre Modi, have actually helped India to establish strong economic ties with 

various developed and developing nations. 
 

Mr. Aditya Arora, CEO- FAAD Network, took the floor after Mr. Pranav Kumar and started his session 

with a fun activity to re-energise the audience. He briefed the students about start ups and 

encouraged them as to why they should become entrepreneurs and how start up culture has 

developed in the last 4-5 years. He shared how his company's name came from the word fad and 

how start ups are different from the traditional corporate jobs. There is a scope for high growth in a 

short period of time. Earlier there were ideation start ups around 2014 which were funded by 



government but they were not enough and more reforms took place later on which have been very 

beneficial for entrepreneurs like tax benefits, funds etc. He also told us about the life cycle of a start 

up which starts from finding capital then an angel investor then venture capitalists followed by 

private equities, unicorns and finally ending at an ICO. He ended the session by answering various 

curiosities and questions from the students and clarified their queries. The biggest take-away was 

that start ups are not just risky investments, they can be great fields of exploration too. Overall it 

was very informative session and the students had a great time. 

 

 


